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Student section to expand by 872
By CAITLIN TUDZIN
Senior Staff Reporter
In an effort to keep up with
the growing student population, UA officials have added
872 seats to the student section
at
Bryant-Denny
Stadium.
The current number of seats
offered to students is 11,287,
which was the amount designated for the section in 1998.
The entire south end zone will
now be reserved for students.
Athletics
director
Mal
Moore said requests from students who were unable to get
tickets, as well as the projected
increase in student population, led the athletics depart-

ment to designate more student seating.
“We anticipate 1,000 to
1,500 more students next
year,” he said. “That and the
demand of students already
here led us to decide we wanted more students to have the
opportunity to get tickets.”
Moore said he does not
believe ticket prices will go up
from $5 at this time, though it
is a possibility that it could
happen someday.
He said the 872 seats will be
student-designated until the
stadium is expanded in a couple of years, a move Moore
predicts will add about 7,000
to 10,000 seats.
“I’m pleased and thrilled the

CW/ Tom Neil

Due to an SGA initiative, more students will be able to see the Crimson Tide this fall. The student
section will expand by 872 seats in the south end zone to accomodate the overflowing crowds at
Bryant-Denny stadium.

student body is growing and
pleased that we get great support from our students
because that’s so important,”
he said.
SGA President Katie Boyd
said several students came to
her to voice their concerns
about the effect a growing
population would have on
football ticket availability.
Boyd said since the stadium
already seems crowded in the
student section, it only made
sense to increase the amount
of space designated for students.
“There are 20,333 students
on campus, and many times
we have students’ guests,” she
said. “It’s always packed and

Eutaw gambles on the future

By HEATHER HENDERSON

EUTAW

Senior Staff Reporter
EUTAW — With its antebellum
homes and 1930s-style buildings,
Eutaw often invokes images of the
past. The future of the small city is

what’s in question these days.
The recent success of a bingo
and slot machine hall has ignited
controversy in Eutaw, a town about
35 miles southwest of Tuscaloosa,
over the role of gambling in a small
community. Questions loom about

See SEATS, Page 2

Thurmond: Dixiecrat
candidate, ‘ladies’
man’, masterful
Southern politician

Small-Town Alabama: Eutaw

By MARLIN CADDELL

after Aug. 1, some students
even get turned away from
buying tickets.”
Boyd said as long as the
demand remains for these
seats, they will continue to be
blocked off for students. She
said the placement of the new
student section is great
because it places fans closer to
the game.
“I think the neatest thing is
that it’s the front section
across the end zone, right
where the football players run
out,” she said.
Boyd said Moore and Rhoda
Vaughn, director of the athletics ticket office, were both

Metro/State Editor
The late Republican U.S. Sen. Strom Thurmond,
who ran for president on the segregationist
Dixiecrat ticket in 1948, symbolized the change
from a one-party to a two-party system in the
South, an associate history professor said
Wednesday night.
“Thurmond has come to embody the South’s
political transformation from a one-party political
backwater dedicated to maintaining white
supremacy to a vibrant two-party region fully
integrated into the nation’s political life,” said Kari
Frederickson, director of UA Graduate Studies.
Frederickson spoke to an audience of about 25
at Maxwell Hall as part of this year’s Lifelong
Learning Series, a collection of lecture presentations given each year and sponsored by
Continuing Studies.

the illegality of gambling in Greene
County, and residents are divided
over whether it ultimately helps or
hurts the community.
Some residents say the former
Greenetrack racing course, now a

See EUTAW, Page 3

The Greene
County town of
Eutaw is heavily
reliant on income
from the video
bingo machines
inside Greenetrack.
The town’s
residents are split
over whether
gambling revenue and
jobs are worth the
tradeoff in terms of
the potential for image
troubles and social
problems related to
big-time gambling.
CW/ Lindsay Morrison

See DIXIECRAT, Page 6

CW/ Luisa Morenilla

Associate history professor Kari Frederickson gives a lecture to students and
members of the community at Maxwell Hall on Wednesday night on her new
book, Dixiecrat Revolt and the End of the Solid South.

Senate to address veto power, dual candidacy
SGA Senate officers
look to clarify
presidential veto rules
in group’s constitution
By JOAN GARRETT
Senior Staff Reporter
SGA officers are attempting
to clean house this semester
by clarifying wording within
the
SGA
Constitution
pertaining to the SGA
president’s veto power.

SGA Bills 17-03, 19-03 and
33-03, authored by College of
Communication
and
InformationSciences
Sen. Christina Carden, would
more clearly define the SGA
president’s veto power.
They will be given their second readings at tonight’s
meeting.
“Currently it is up to
interpretation; that is why we
are taking action to clarify,”
SGA Executive Vice President
Joshua Silberberg said.
SGA Bill 19-03 seeks to
clarify the ability of the SGA
president to exercise a

line-item veto, or veto of only
a particular part of a piece of
legislation.
Silberberg
said
the
line-item veto power already
exists.
However, the bill would
limit the power’s scope to
include only bills.
If SGA Bill 19-03 passes, the
president would no longer be
able to exercise a line-item
veto on a Senate resolution,
Silberberg said.
SGA Bill 17-03 attempts to
clarify the process of a presi-

See VETO, Page 2

SGA senators seek
to end dual candidacy
permanently
By NICK BEADLE
Student Life Editor
It is not the issue that is
new in the latest legislative
attempt to get rid of dual
candidacy in SGA elections,
but rather the approach.
A bill introduced to the
SGA Senate on Jan. 29 presented a constitutional
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Christina Carden, Senate
amendment that, if approved
by voters in March’s SGA legislative secretary and
election, would eliminate a College of Communication
UA student government elec- and Information Sciences
and
Brinkley
tion policy that allows candi- senator,
dates to seek more than two Serkedakis, College of Arts
Sciences
senator,
SGA offices during the same and
election. The new policy authored and sponsored Bill
would take effect in spring 34-03, respectively.
Carden said her main rea2005’s races.
Recent Senates have voted son for seeking an end to
to eliminate dual candidacy, dual candidacy was because
but have only done so in candidates vying for both
non-binding resolutions that executive and senatorial
unsuccessfully implored the positions can take advantage
Student Elections Board to
See DUAL, Page 5
eliminate the policy.
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Fresh Food Company to offer Sunday brunch

The Fresh Food Company, located on the second floor of
the Ferguson Center, will begin offering Sunday brunches
starting Sunday. The brunch, which will offer unlimited seconds, will be served between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m.

FATE to hold Bama vs. Vandy basketball party
Future Alumni for Tradition and Excellence will sponsor
an Alabama vs. Vanderbilt basketball game pre-party from
5:30 to 7 p.m. Wednesday at Alumni Hall.
Mike & Ed’s BBQ will cater the event. FATE members will
eat free, and guests must pay $5. Door prizes are available.
The deadline to register is Monday. For more information, call 348-1559 or e-mail Linda Southern at lsouthern@alumni.ua.edu.

NSBE chapter to hold date auction
The UA chapter of the National Society of Black
Engineers will hold a date auction at 8 tonight in Tom Bevill
Energy, Mineral and Material Science Research Building
Room 101.
For more information, call Marion McIntosh at 348-7262.

CTL to provide tutoring on Sunday afternoons
The Center for Teaching and Learning is offering tutorial
services from 2 to 8 p.m. each Sunday through April 25.
The service is offered in partnership with the Office of
Academic Affairs and the SGA. The CTL is located in
Osband Hall.
To schedule appointments and find out what courses are
being tutored on Sunday, call 348-8854 or 348-5175.

Target donates cash to UAPD’s community policing program
Target Stores recently made a $500 grant to the
University of Alabama Police Department’s Community
Oriented Policing program. The money will be used to
assist with safety education programs for students.
UAPD Lt. Richard Ballard and Officers Justin Jarrell and
Jeff Nabors accepted Target’s check.

Moody Gallery features permanent collection
By TIFFANY SUMMERVILLE
Assistant Entertainment Editor
The Sarah Moody Gallery of
Art is displaying portions of its
permanent collection of more
than 500 works through
Feb. 29.
The exhibit, titled “Floored:
Selections
from
the
Permanent Collection,” features some of the first works
obtained by the gallery,
including a Pablo Picasso
piece from 1941, as well as
some of its more recent additions, including two works by
the late Samuel Mockbee.
Vicki Rial, exhibitions coordinator, said the gallery consists of more than what is traditionally viewed as art. Rial
said that by viewing the collection, gallery visitors will
gain insight into human issues

SEATS

Continued from Page 1

helpful in reaching student
demands and putting into
place a plan for the new seating arrangement. Boyd said
the next step is to make sure
seating increases as enrollment increases.
“Now we will work on getting a plan in place so that in
the future the number of seats
available to students will grow
with attendance,” she said.
Bryan Grimes, a sophomore
finance major, said he thinks
it is great the University is
making more room for students, since the section is
already cramped.
“It will be a good thing that
there’s more seats and tickets,
because it will get more people out to the games,” he said.
“I knew people who couldn’t
get student tickets last year,
and tickets in other sections
are too expensive.”
Emily Burgio, a sophomore
nursing major, said she agrees
the addition is definitely a

Rotaract to meet tonight in Rotary House
Rotaract, a service organization affiliated with Rotary
International, will meet at 6:30 tonight in the Rotary
International Living Center. All students interested in
Rotaract are welcome to attend.

NATION
Comcast makes unsolicited bid for Disney
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — Cable television giant Comcast Corp.
made a surprise bid for the Walt Disney Co. that would
create the world's biggest media conglomerate and likely
spell an end to the 20-year career of Disney chief Michael
Eisner.
Comcast, which said Eisner had rejected the idea of
private talks, stunned the media world with its
announcement early Wednesday.
It was made just before Disney started two days of meetings with analysts at its flagship Walt Disney World theme
park and hours before Disney was set to announce strong
first quarter earnings.

WORLD
Second Iraq bombing pushes deaths to 100
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A second suicide bombing in as many
days killed up to 47 people Wednesday, pushing the toll in
the back-to-back attacks to 100.
Again, Iraqis were the targets — this time, a crowd of volunteers for Iraq’s new army — in an apparent campaign to
wreck U.S. plans to transfer power by summer.
The U.S. military posted a $10 million bounty on a
Jordanian militant suspected of organizing violence by foreign fighters and plotting an acceleration in attacks aimed
at sparking a Sunni-Shiite civil war in Iraq.
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• Yes
• No
• No need; I’ve never had sex
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dential veto in areas where the
wording was unclear in the
past.
Many issues surrounding
the SGA president’s veto
power arose in the fall from
SGA President Katie Boyd’s
veto of a resolution concerning parking ticketing procedures on campus.
“I think the wave of interest
[in the SGA presidential veto]
is because I exercised veto
power,” Boyd said. “No one
has ever questioned the
Senate.”
The SGA Constitution says
the SGA president can veto
legislation, but it is unclear
whether
resolutions
are
included among the legislation to which the constitution
refers, Silberberg said.
Bill 17-03 says the SGA president can veto both bills and
resolutions, and that if the
president fails to sign a piece
of legislation, it would be considered passed after five days.
Boyd said the plethora of
bills going through the Senate,
which call for a reworking of
the constitution, are part of an
initiative the entire SGA has
taken to clarify its charter.
“Things contradicted themselves with the constitution,”
Boyd said.
She said SGA Chief Justice
Brett Talley reviewed both the
SGA Constitution and the
Code of Laws to find discrepancies within the documents.
Clarifying issues pertaining
to the checks and balances
system is important, Boyd
said, because without them,
the SGA cannot run as
smoothly.
“I think the SGA president
should have the opportunity
to veto legislation that he or
she does not agree with, and
currently it is unclear whether
the SGA president could do
that,” she said. “I would have
questioned more resolutions
if this discrepancy was cleared
up.”
Asked why past administrations had not looked into SGA
constitutional reform, Boyd
said she did not know why.
“It may not have been a priority for them, but it is for us,”
she said.

of the past and present,
including psychology, sociology, religion and ethnic diversity. Many of the pieces of art
communicate the artist’s
interpretation of societal
issues.
One piece visitors should
pay attention to is a collage by
Mockbee,
an
Auburn
University architect who used
his architectural expertise to
build unconventional houses
for poverty-stricken individuals in the Black Belt region of
Alabama. Mockbee’s collage is
a sketch of a house he constructed partly out of hay
bales.
Rail said the piece is a clear
portrayal of what is being
done to improve the quality of
life in the Black Belt. The
gallery acquired Mockbee’s
piece three months before he
died.
good thing for students.
“Games are so crowded,
you have to get there two to
three hours before it starts to
even be able to see something,” she said. “Right now,
the student section is definitely too crowded.”
Burgio said she thinks the
amount of seats sounds good
right now, but she added that
taking too many seats away
from other sections will take
away seats from sections with
pricier tickets, resulting in less
money for the University.

“It’s great to have that work
now because he’s not with us,”
Rial said. “But his vision is
intact in his work.”
Following his death, the
gallery acquired another
Mockbee sketch featuring the
Black Warrior River.
The gallery also features a
1965 piece by Lee Krasner,
wife of Jackson Pollock, the
famous drip painter whose life
was made into the movie
Pollock featuring the actor Ed
Harris.
Another piece of interest,
and one that often attracts the
attention of art history professors who bring their classes to
the gallery, is a piece by artist
Chuck Close. The Close piece
features a self-portrait of the
artist’s face, which is painted
in such a way that the face

looks as if it is broken up into
pixels.
“He was way ahead of his
time,” Rial said.
Other works include pieces
by former UA faculty such as
William
Christenberry.
Christenberry is a UA alumnus from Tuscaloosa who now
resides in Washington.
The gallery obtains works of
art from donors, artists and art
dealers. Rial said the gallery
receives many “random”
donations simply because it is
listed first in many phonebooks.
The Farley Moody Galbraith
II Purchase Fund provides
funding for acquisitions to the
permanent collection. The
gallery also receives funding
from the College of Arts and
Sciences.
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Small-Town Q&A:
Bo Freelend
Senior, HES
By MARLIN CADDELL
Senior Staff Reporter
Q: How does the little town
of Eutaw compare with the
city of Tuscaloosa, and how
does it feel to move to such a
larger community?

EUTAW

Continued from Page 1

bingo and slot machine venue
in Eutaw, is the only way to
save the town economically.
Others say gambling is
immoral and will lead to drug
problems and prostitution in
Eutaw.
Most forms of gambling are
illegal in Alabama, though the
Legislature has allowed it for
charitable purposes in several
counties.
Constitutional
amendments have also permitted
bingo in several cities and
counties. Lawmakers have not
allowed casino gambling in
Greene County, however, and
some critics have argued that
Greenetrack’s video bingo
machines closely resemble
other types of gambling
machines.
A Greenetrack spokeswoman said the facility does a
valuable service by giving
money to various city entities.
“We are creating a positive
impact on the community by
donating money to the sheriff’s department, fire department, the board of education
and others,” marketing director Herlecia Hampton said.
Eutaw Mayor Raymond
Steele said Eutaw receives
funds from Greenetrack and
has since the initial opening of
the track.
Steele had no comment
about
the
legality
of
Greenetrack’s operations in
Eutaw. He said that issue
should be left up to lawmakers.
Steele said he does not like
gambling, but he wants to see
his town grow into a more
vibrant community.
“People have said this facility would offer jobs to the community and people have also
said this is a better way than
nothing of bringing money
into the community,” he said.
Hampton said she does not
believe Greenetrack is doing
anything illegal because all the
facility owners want to do is
benefit the community and
foster growth with businesses
and jobs.
“We are helping to reduce
the unemployment rate, and
we operate with many charities in the community,” she
said. “With the state shortfalls,
this county needs places like
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NEWS
the
gambling
situation with the
reopening of the
Greenetrack race
course?
A: I really don’t
think that it is a
problem because it
will give people
something to do,
and it will bring in
more money to the
o
w
n
.
It will also bring more people from out of town into

A: It really is different,
because we don’t have that
much to do in the town.
There are always sporting
events going on, but usually
people are either partying or
staying at home.
Q: Where do people in
Eutaw go to hang out, and
what do they do at these
places?
A: There never really was
one single place that people
went to, because the places
always changed. Everyone

would get together and
find one place to meet
for the afternoon.
They would call the
place “the spot.”
It could be under a
bridge or it could be
anywhere, but all the
high school kids would
meet at the spot.
Bo Freelend
Otherwise, everyone
had to leave town to
t
find something to do.

this, and we even have a counselor on staff to deal with any
emotional problems [caused
by gambling].”

“If Georgia and Mississippi can be so successful
with their facilities, why can’t Alabama join in
and be successful as well?”

Gambling: Corrupting force or
saving grace?
The Greenetrack dog-racing
course closed in 1994 because
of competition with casinos in
Mississippi.
After a renovation, the new
Greenetrack facility offers

Q: What do you think about

—DONNA JONES
Manager of Soloman’s Pharmacy

management.”
Jones said several residents
thought the dog track portion
of the Greenetrack facility that
was open 10 years ago would
be the “saving grace” of the
town. She said millions of dol-

been done into the effect
Greenetrack has had on the
community, but he said Eutaw
would not be defined by gambling.
“Eutaw is defined by its own
values, and although I would
rather see other jobs in the
community and other businesses than gambling, I would
never try to knock it,” he said.
Eutaw resident Mary Ryan
said she is happy that a gambling facility has come to the
community because it gives
her somewhere to go and have
fun.
“I have really enjoyed having the place here, and I know
it is helping out the schools in
the community,” she said.

Is gambling the future for
Greene County ?

CW/ Lindsey Morrison

Bingo has become the new fad at Greenetrack in Eutaw. People from different walks of life try their
luck playing bingo and the chance machines available.
electronic bingo on the third
floor of the building and slot
machines on the first and second.
Regardless of its legal status,
some residents think gambling has no place in Eutaw.
Donna Jones, manager of
Solomon’s Pharmacy, said she
is absolutely opposed to
Greenetrack.
“It is wrong, because the
people in this county are going
to go up there thinking they
can win when they don’t have
the money,” she said. “People
think they are going to hit the
big time.”
Jones said gambling will be
the downfall of the city by
bringing in corruption, and
she discounted any benefit the
facility will bring to the city.
“Because Greenetrack is privately owned, we don’t know
where the money goes,” she
said. “They say they are going
to bring money to the city, but
all that will happen is mis-

lars earmarked for the city and
county disappeared when the
track closed.
“If this has happened
before, why wouldn’t it happen again?” she said.
Greenetrack’s Hampton disagreed. She said the facility
has brought jobs and money
to a struggling city.
“We are revitalizing the
community because we have
brought more than 250 jobs to
this community, and the people we hire are being paid
above the minimum wage
with benefits and retirement
plans,” she said.
Hampton
argued
Greenetrack would bring in
more tourists and businesses
to the community, and she
said the facility is beneficial to
the entire county and state.
“If Georgia and Mississippi
can be so successful with their
facilities, why can’t Alabama
join in and be successful as
well?” she asked.
Steele said no research has

Beyond
questions
of
whether the Greenetrack
facility will benefit Eutaw
economically, some residents
question whether gambling
should be a part of Eutaw’s
values system.
Betty Banks, president of
The
Greene
County
Independent, one of Greene
County’s
two
local
newspapers, said she can see
both sides of the issue, but she
said she believes gambling is
wrong and will only cause
detriment to the community.
“I don’t like gambling
because it is going to give the
town a bad image, and it will
bring in other vices to the

Eutaw.
Q: Do you believe there is a
drug problem in the community, and if so, how bad is it?
A: There have always been
drugs in the community,
because the students who
went to “the spot” did drugs.
This has really been a raging
problem for the town.
Q: How do you think coming
to the University has changed
you as a person, and how has
moving from a small town to a

community,” she said.
Banks said a pornography
and sex-toys shop that
recently burned down would
have never come to Eutaw if
gambling had not come first.
Outside the gambling issue,
Steele said the city would
begin to move forward by
implementing new building
programs.
He said Eutaw received state
grants to improve the courthouse square because the
state government had designated the square as one of the
10 most endangered sites in
Alabama.
Eutaw has two main indus-

large one affected your life?
A: Both in Eutaw and at
Alabama, I play sports.
When I was in Eutaw, I
would play basketball because
I was never into going to “the
spot” or doing drugs or the
like.
So coming to Alabama has
definitely made me more
social, and I meet more people.
I can get together with other
people who like sports and
have regular fun.

tries, the United Roofing Co.
and the Winchester Carton
Co., and the community is also
largely involved in cotton
production.
Steele said he wants to get
residents involved in the renovation of the area.
“This is a wonderful community, and Eutaw is the most
beautiful place I have ever
seen in my entire life,” he said.
“We can only improve, and we
can only move forward from
here.”
Small-Town Alabama appears
every other Thursday in The
Crimson White.
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Game over, man.
It’s not even Super Tuesday, and we, the pre-eminent campus prognosticators, are calling this election.
We thought this race would persist at least into
March, but with impressive victories in Tennessee
and Virginia, U.S. Sen. John Kerry of Massachusetts
has unofficially closed the Democratic presidential
primary to everyone but himself.
From the early Iowa caucus to his latest Southern
romps, Kerry has taken what was once a campaign
in doubt to an almost certain spot on the November
ballot.
We just wonder how he did it.
In an unofficial Crimson White presidential poll of
UA students before Christmas, no one even mentioned Kerry. He was a man with whom only those in
New England were vaguely familiar. How did this
transformation from obscurity to front-runner happen?
We have two theories. The first: America was completely sick of Howard Dean. After former Vice
President Al Gore’s endorsement, it seemed everything was downhill for the former Vermont governor. Overexposed and overhyped, he was left out to
dry in early primaries. And The Yell, while thoroughly humorous, did him absolutely no favors. So, after
Dean, the media needed a new anointed candidate.
Enter Kerry.
Our second theory is simple: Facing a somewhat
popular president, Democrats must focus on electability. Democrats across the country have decided
Kerry is the man with the best chance to beat Bush.
Therefore, they have little desire to sort through
style issues separating the candidates.
With the presidential tilt all but set, we must now
focus on the mystery tag team vice president picks
to fill out the November main event. Kerry would be
hard-pressed to find a better choice than U.S. Sen.
John Edwards of North Carolina. It holds with the
traditional view of taking a vice president from outside the nominee’s region (see New Englander JFK
and Texan LBJ).
It also just makes sense. Edwards is a vibrant,
charismatic man who would look attractive on any
ballot. The hardest part would be getting him to sign
off on it.
If Kerry can’t get Edwards, he’ll have to look somewhere else. Maybe to Gore (an ironic pick with experience) or U.S. Sen. Hillary Clinton of New York
(never gonna happen, but Kerry can try).
If Dick Cheney’s health prevents him from running again, Bush would be smart to aim for former
New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani. New York is a tough
state for any Republican to win, but with Rudy on
his side, Bush might as well be Derek Jeter.
Seeing as how Bush isn’t the shortstop for the New
York Yankees, we forecast a tough, close general
election. In recent interviews, Bush has acted like a
man unsure of his future. The release of his military
records, especially, seemed like a desperate act.
Kerry is definitely a gamer. With his family money
and the Democratic machinery behind him, he can
most assuredly compete with Bush. And Bush will
certainly be waiting.
But as far as the primaries are concerned, it’s over.
Kerry wins.
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Throwing your stone back at you
So Marlin, let me attempt to
I feel almost silly writing a colsave you from yourself, from
umn that makes points that are
your blinders, one eye at a time.
so utterly obvious and all-incluYou will find, freshman, as you
sive that I will feel no butterflies
grow up, things are not black and
in my stomach as I check comwhite as they were when you
ments on The Crimson White’s
were a child.
Web site.
You will be taken aback and
Usually, I respect those who
dumbfounded by what you see
stand up for what they believe to
“Christians” do to the world and
the sting of others’ disdain. I will
someday make my career out of BEHIND THE BLOND DOOR to each other. You will also be
recording what people like that
Heather Henderson shocked by the light of faith,
hope and love you’ll find in some
say.
of the very people you claim
However, as I read Marlin
Caddell’s now-infamous column “The have ordered their one-way tickets to hell.
How do you explain them, Marlin? I
Watchman” on Wednesday, I could no
longer let him speak in the name of, or know you haven’t met them yet, because
surely if you had, you wouldn’t speak with
against, people I care for and respect.
Marlin, the scary thing is that I can see the words you so often use.
Or maybe you think I’m lying; I’m a
straight into your head. I see your motives
for the generalities, the stereotypes, the Godless heathen like all the rest, is that it?
cut-downs and the assumptions you Without trying to sound pompous, I
assert in each column. I see your sense of would challenge you fearlessly to comduty to “save” the world, to pierce the pare what you actually have done for
darkness with the sword that is the word other people in name of God and the
Christian faith in your entire life to what I
of God.
I have family members who raised me did in just two years of my life in high
to think calling all members of the school.
Based on your obvious sentiments for
Democratic Party “jackasses” is funny,
even if not wholly accurate, and to lump anyone who is “less” of a Christian, I
all Mormons into the category of “annoy- doubt you spent almost your entire junior
ing cult people who wear the white shirts and senior years of high school as a leader
and black pants, ride their bikes and in a church trying to solve the spiritual
problems of troubled teenagers, some
knock on your door to deceive you.”
However, having received a higher edu- addicted to drugs, one infected with HIV.
cation than said family members, and They were my heart, and I didn’t conbeing exposed to wonderful, love-filled demn them for their problems, their misMuslims, Jews (my best friend and room- takes; I loved them, and in doing so, I
mate), Mormons (another best friend helped them.
You see, this view has nothing to do
from home and one of the most
respectable people I know) and agnostics with how “good” or “bad” of a Christian I
throughout my educational experience, I am; it has to do with loving people as God
loves them, and how we naturally, as
see otherwise.

decent human beings, should want to
care about them. Jesus did not come to
the world to condemn the world, but to
save the world.
Isn’t sin supposed to be just the opposite of Jesus in the Christian faith?
Wouldn’t doing just what Christ came not
to do be a sin, then?
Marlin, I see what you’re trying to do.
You bring up studies and figures and statistics; you conjure humorous stereotypes
of certain religions or demographics and
nickname politicians of opposing parties
based on what they’ve done to advance
their campaign. It seems you see all the
faults in those who disagree with you, and
none in those who don’t.
It’s almost like you think you’re perfect,
like God. In that case, you’d be breaking
Commandment No. 1, which says to have
no other gods before God. Remember,
Marlin, no one is perfect, or even close to
it, except for God.
The only time Jesus engaged in namecalling was when he called the Pharisees a
“brood of vipers” for thinking themselves
perfect and condemning others. They
touted their religion and traditions
instead of spreading love and caring
about people.
Jesus dined with tax collectors and
whores, and washed the feet of fishermen, while the “religious leaders” of the
time attempted to stone to death a
woman who had committed adultery.
Jesus said to cast the first stone if you
are without sin. Well, Marlin, you already
mistakenly cast the first one, at me and at
people I care about. I’m just throwing it
back at you.
Heather Henderson is metro/state editor of
The Crimson White.
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Time to fill
out the card

February

Our View is the consensus of The CW editorial board.

Don’t make me move to Russia to have a chance with a woman
tion wagon.”
Also, whenever I go to
the movie theater, I catch
I think I’m having my
myself looking at the commidlife crisis. That is a
ing attractions and trying to
tragedy, because I’m only 20.
figure out which one will
I find myself sitting alone
suck the least. I’m much
at home in the dark and askmore likely to go home and
ing a lot of introspective
watch Doctor Zhivago or
questions: “Have I been
Run Lola Run. I have never
wasting my life?” “Will I ever
Dabney Grey
been into the American Pie
be happy?” “Will I ever
films or anything with
reproduce?” “What am I
going to do with my major except Reese Witherspoon.
Some people would say I am simmaybe teach school?”
Not only have I been asking myself ply maturing. To that, I shout out,
these questions, but I also find myself “Poppycock!” I have more Italian
looking at the cars my peers drive zombie films than any other man in
and wondering what’s wrong with Tuscaloosa. I have my own Aliens
me. I see people in these huge SUVs arcade machine in my living room. I
or super-fast sports cars and think, “I love to do nothing more in my spare
don’t want one of those. I want a sta- time than kill bad people on a Tom

By DABNEY GRAY

Editorial Board

Chris Sanders Editor
Lauren Davidson Managing Editor

Clancy computer game. So why am I
having these strange thoughts enter
my brain?
I point the finger of blame at one of
Ms. Taylor Strong’s editorials. Not the
one where she is seeing her friend in
the emergency room, but the one
before that, titled “For love of playing
the dating game.” I thought it was an
intensely obtuse piece. But more
than that, it distresses me that Ms.
Strong feels that way about dating.
First, let me say these comments
are all coming from someone who
has only been on one date. It was my
junior prom, and I was only taking
the girl I took because my mom
bribed me to do it. I had no interest in
going to a prom, and the girl and I
were only friends.
I was actually thrown out of that

Jon Gargis
Will Nevin

News Director
Opinions Editor

same prom not two hours after arriving. In high school, I had no real
interest in dating. Don’t ask me why,
because I don’t know. Anyway,
Strong’s whole description of dating
as a game bugged me.
It strikes me that you’d only think
of dating as a game if you yourself
treated it as one. As a lonely sophomore, I don’t consider dating to be a
game. I think of it as perhaps one of
the greatest privileges of the single
life.
Imagine being with someone
interested in knowing you for you.
Sounds great already, doesn’t it?
Another problem I had was her
description of “invisible playbooks”
for dating.
What about those of us without an
invisible playbook? We have no tricks

up our sleeves; we have only our
souls bared to you.
We have no effective strategy for
coaxing you into our beds; we only
have our cars and a goodnight kiss
waiting for you at your doorstep.
So Taylor, stop putting these
thoughts in my brain! I’m tired of
thinking the only woman I’ll ever
have a chance with is named Olga or
Natasha and lives in Moscow. I’m
tired of thinking life has passed me by
because of my rather drab high
school experience.
But most of all, I’m really tired of
being afraid to approach women I
find attractive, because they know
how to play your “game” and I don’t.
Dabney Gray is a sophomore in the
College of Arts and Sciences.

The Crimson White welcomes your view on issues you see on this page, the rest of the paper and in the community. The
CW reserves the right to edit editorial submissions for punctuation, style and length. Libelous and inappropriate material may be edited for content. Each submission, including e-mail, must include the author’s name, address and phone
number. Students should include classification and college of enrollment. Hand-delivered letters must be accompanied
by a photo ID. The word limit for letters is 300 words, 800 for columns. For more information, call (205) 348-6144.
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To Kill a Mockingbird opens tonight at Shelton
By KIM BROUGHTON
Staff Reporter
Theatre Tuscaloosa’s production of To Kill a
Mockingbird opens tonight at
Shelton State Community
College.
The production will run
until Feb. 22, with show times
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday through
Saturday and with additional
showings at 2 p.m. Wednesday
and Sunday.
The Pulitzer Prize-winning
novel, written by Alabama
native and former UA law student Harper Lee, makes an

DUAL

Continued from Page 1

of both offices’ spending limits.
She said extending Senate
candidates’ $100 expenditure
limit to help them compete
with dual candidates who can
spend an extra $600 would not
be practical.
“If you extend it any more …
it’ll be mass chaos,” Carden
said.
Elections
Board
chairwoman Melissa Medlin
said
tracking
campaign
spending for dual candidates
is somewhat of an honor code
system, as the board is
relegated to hoping those
vying for more than one office
are being truthful about
whether certain expenditures
are for only one of their campaigns.
If there were stricter spending rules pertaining to dual
candidates, Serkedakis said,
there still remains another
issue.
“Even if you did have
greater accountability, you still
can’t get rid of the fact that
these candidates are getting
greater publicity,” she said.
Serkedakis said executive
candidates who also seek
Senate seats get a greater publicity push, which is the result
of their higher media coverage
and participation in executive
only forums and debates.
Out of four dual candidates
in last year’s election,
Graduate School Sen. Adam
Edgar was the only one to win
a seat in the SGA Senate.
Edgar said that though this
issue may be a concern for
those in other colleges, it is not
really one in those with lower
turnouts like the Graduate
School.
“I can have my three friends
vote for me and I’d get in,” he
said.
Candidates, usually independent ones, running for
office in both of the SGA’s
elected branches are a result of
the student government being
built around a two-party
political system, Edgar said.
He said a parliamentary
system for the SGA, in which
parties are guaranteed a certain number of seats in the
legislative branch, would help
get some of the “smaller voices” around campus heard.
“You’re in a situation [now]
where you can go for all or you
can go for nothing,” Edgar
said. “And that’s a situation

and Dill, three young friends
growing up in Maycomb.
“The child actors are very
bright,” Looney said. “They
learn on a much more literal
level but they learn very quickly.”
Atticus Finch, the lawyer
played by Jeff Wilson, agrees to
represent Tom despite the

town’s upheaval.
Atticus shows his children,
Scout and Jem, the importance of standing up for their
convictions.
“There isn’t a man my age
who didn’t look to Atticus as a
hero,” Looney said.
Because of the overall
appeal of the story to individuals of different ages, Looney
said tickets are selling fast, but
no showing is sold out.
Ticket prices are $15 for
adults, $12 for students, seniors and children, and $5 for
Shelton State students with
student IDs.

seeking multiple offices. She
said the point of the policy was
to increase participation in the
Capstone’s student government.
Though she said she was
not aware of the dual candidacy issue in the past or even
that it had been practiced at
the state and national level,
Medlin said her personal
opinion, not that of the board,
is that SGA candidates should
run for only one office.
“If I were voting, I’d like to

know a candidate had a true
purpose for being in [contention for] office A or office
B,” she said.
She said she did not believe
the Elections Board favoring
only single-candidacy elections would play into the
hands of the Machine or any
other particular group.
“All decisions the Election
Board makes … are all in the
best consideration of the student body at large,” Medlin
said.

easy transition to the stage of
Shelton State’s Bean-Brown
Theatre.
Set in fictional Maycomb —
a town Lee created resembling
her hometown of Monroeville
— the story deals with racial
tensions during the Great
Depression.
Director emeritus Paul
Looney said the message of To
Kill a Mockingbird is very
clear.
“It’s necessary for us to go
back to ground zero when
prejudice was raw and open
before we can fully understand how repulsive it is,”

“It’s necessary for us to go back to ground zero when prejudice was raw
and open before we can fully understand how repulsive it is.”

that an underdog does not
want to face.”
Carden said she and
Serkedakis
were
not
concerned that eliminating
dual candidacy may lower
independent
candidates’
chances of winning against
greek candidates aided by
their organizational backing.
“This isn’t an issue of
independent and greek,”
Carden said. “This is an issue
of everyone who wants to get
involved in SGA [having a fair
chance].”
Carden and Serkedakis also
asserted that organizational
backing does not matter in
regards to campaigning —
even if a candidate is in a fraternity or sorority — since students can be members of
many different organizations.
“It doesn’t matter who
you’re affiliated with; it’s how
you run your campaign,”
Serkedakis said. “That’s politics.”
Both senators also asserted
the bill was not backed by the
select coalition of traditionally
white fraternities and sororities known as the Machine.
“There is no Machinebacked
resolution,”
Serkedakis said.
Serkedakis, who is vying for
vice president of external
affairs in this year’s SGA
election, also said her sponsorship of the bill is not related
to her running against a dual
candidate.
She said she learned she
was running against dual candidate Adam Rankin, executive chief of staff of the
Alabama
Association
of
Professional Latin Americans,
on Wednesday morning, three
weeks after she helped draft
the bill.
Rankin also plans to seek a
Senate seat in the Culverhouse
College of Commerce and

“It doesn’t matter who you’re affiliated with; it’s
how you run your campaign. That’s politics.”

—PAUL LOONEY
Director emeritus of Theatre Tuscaloosa

Looney said.
The diverse cast includes
Dylan Snyder, a 7-year-old boy
who plays Dill, and Von Ewing,
a UA right tackle who plays
Tom Robinson.
Tom, a young black man, is
wrongly accused of raping a
white woman.
During his trial, the people

of this racially divided town
are forced to confront their
own ignorance and hatred.
“It’s a parable about social
injustice that we all know
well,” said Looney, who has
been with Theatre Tuscaloosa
since 1980.
Much of the play centers on
the experiences of Scout, Jem

— BRINKLEY SERKEDAKIS
SGA senator, College of Arts and Sciences

Business Administration.
Initially, Carden said dual
candidacy also creates the
potential for a vacancy in the
Senate.
If a candidate wins both a
Senate seat and an executive
position, she said, the contender would obviously forfeit
the former so as not to violate
SGA constitutional rules preventing students from holding
office in more than one
branch of the student government.
Such an action would leave
the seat open until it can be
filled in the Homecoming
election.
Medlin, however, detailed a
different procedure. She said
that if a candidate wins two
offices, she would approach
the candidate before election
results are announced to see
which office he or she wants.
The candidate with the next
highest amount of votes in
that race would receive the
position, Medlin said.
Carden and SGA Executive
Vice
President
Joshua
Silberberg challenged that
procedure as being undemocratic and in violation of the
SGA Constitution.
Silberberg, who said he
hopes the dual candidacy
issue is put to rest this year,
said Medlin’s procedure would
not carry out the voters’ will
since the candidate for whom
the electorate voted would not
be in one of the offices for
which he or she was elected.
Silberberg also said dual
candidates who would not
serve in a particular position
could spoil the field, since

their presence affects others’
chances to win the race as
well.
Though they will not be able
to behave similarly if voters
approve the amendment, past
Elections Boards have resisted
Senate attempts to do away
with dual candidacy.
In 2003, former Elections
Board chairwoman Valerie
Phillips said there had yet to
be a convincing argument for
preventing candidates from
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DIXIECRATS
Continued from Page 1

Frederickson’s lecture drew
from her recently published
book The Dixiecrat Revolt and
the End of the Solid South,
1932-1968, for which she won
the 2002 Harry S. Truman
Book Award.
Thurmond, a former South
Carolina senator, was at the
center of national politicking
from the 1940s, when he ran
for president, to his death last
year, Frederickson said.
Thurmond’s political career
really began in the 1940s with
the Dixiecrat revolt. Southern
conservative Democrats were
growing “increasingly uncomfortable” with early moves for
equal rights for blacks,
Frederickson said.
Almost all white Southern
Democrat leaders who desired
white supremacy denounced
the call for civil rights legislation that President Harry
Truman touted in 1948.
While most Democrats were
unwilling to part from the
party and threaten their political careers, conservative leaders, mostly from Alabama and
Mississippi, formed a states’
rights revolt to represent the
interests of white men in the
agriculture and industry.
This movement hardly
amounted to a grassroots
campaign, Frederickson said;
it was mostly “top-heavy” and
wanted to control “existing
political machinery” and grab
“existing political power.”
“They were less interested,
at least initially, in creating a
new political party than they
were in regaining control of
the old [Democratic Party],”
Frederickson said.
In a spur-of-the-moment
decision, the group decided to
form a third party. Mostly by
default, Thurmond, then governor of South Carolina, was
chosen to pioneer the group’s
journey to the White House.
Thurmond, a bachelor
known for his “virility” and
popularity with women,
added energy and masculinity
to a group of men who felt
they had been stripped of
both, Frederickson said.
“Thurmond
effectively
combined a fighting spirit and

NEWS
his status as a World War II veteran with a well-known affinity for clean living, vigorous
physical exercise and pretty
women into a representation
of himself as the vehicle by
which the South might
address its political emasculation,” she said.
Thurmond “proved to be
both a blessing and a curse for
the organization,” Frederickson said. Thurmond did not
succumb to the party’s wishes
for a “hard-line” approach to
Truman’s civil rights and welfare policies; he preferred to
remain moderate.
As governor, Thurmond
took a hard stance against the
brutal lynching of a black
man. He also supported minimum wage and maximum
hour laws and pushed for an
end to the poll tax.
However, Thurmond’s belief
that “the South’s racial dilemma would be solved through
economic growth and development, not through federal
interference” aligned him
more closely with the ideals of
the states’ rights advocates,
Frederickson said, disappointing civil rights leaders and liberal Democrats.
“State NAACP leader James
Hinton criticized Thurmond’s
involvement as ‘a keen disappointment to the Negroes of
South Carolina,’” Frederickson said.
“Up to that point, Hinton
claimed, blacks felt that in
Thurmond, ‘They had a chief
executive, free from white
supremacy attitudes and
expressions, and one who
would hasten the day, when
Negroes in South Carolina
would enjoy “equality of
opportunity.”’”
Many
have
viewed
Thurmond’s acceptance of the
Dixiecrat nomination as a
publicity stunt to ensure his
election to the U.S. Senate,
though Thurmond always
denied
the
allegation,
Frederickson said.
Regardless, he seemed less
interested in promoting the
revolt beyond the 1948 election than his conservative
supporters.
“If … Thurmond is to be
identified as the father of the
South’s political transforma-

tion, a closer look at his role in
the Dixiecrat movement dictates that perhaps we should
recharacterize him as something of a deadbeat dad,”
Frederickson said.

Thurmond: ‘a ladies’ man’
Frederickson also discussed
the unspoken strength behind
much of Thurmond’s political
success: his sex appeal.
Thurmond was known for
his “reputation as a ladies’
man,” she said, showing a picture of Thurmond lounging
with two brunette beauties in
bathing suits on Myrtle Beach.
Frederickson told the story
of a South Carolina congressman who advised his sister
against taking a position in
Thurmond’s office.
“Personally, I had rather you
would stay out of Strom
Thurmond’s office, for your
own good if for no other reason,” Frederickson read.
At 44, Thurmond married
his 21-year-old secretary, Jean
Crouch, a former Mobile
Azalea Trail queen.
Perhaps to prove his virility
despite the pending bells of
marriage, Thurmond performed a headstand for a Life
photographer the day before
his wedding, dressed only in
“white gym shorts, dark socks
and wing-tip shoes.”
“Before resorting to this
acrobatic feat, Thurmond had
asked
the
photographer
whether he wanted to feel his
muscles,” Frederickson said.
Frederickson
said
Thurmond’s
masculinity
appealed to Dixiecrats who
“equated threats to their political
power
as
white
Southerners with threats to
their manhood.”
Thurmond’s virility also
contributed to what could
have been the end of his political career, had it been
revealed before his death.
In December, Essie Mae
Washington Williams, 78,
admitted she is Thurmond’s
mixed-race daughter. At 22,
Thurmond impregnated his
family’s black maid, who
urged her daughter to keep the
secret of Williams’ parentage
until Thurmond’s death.
“Even a life so publicly lived

as Thurmond’s still has secrets
to reveal,” Frederickson said.

Not moderate for modern nation
Frederickson referred to a
Louisville Courier-Journal editorial
that
noted
that
Thurmond’s views, though not
as racist as those of other
white supremacists, contained
the same substance.
“On the platform, Mr.
Thurmond and his fellow travelers shout of Americanism,
our way of life, the right to
choose
one’s
associates,
Communism, Reds. But they
mean ‘nigger.’ Mr. Thurmond,
of course, would never say the
word; he’s not the type,”
Frederickson read.
Thurmond’s defeat in 1948
did not mark the end of his
political career. As the
Democratic and Republican
parties continued to swap ideologies, Thurmond made the
switch to the Republican Party
when he supported Barry
Goldwater in 1964.
Thurmond was re-elected
to the U.S. Senate as a
Republican in 1966; he also
played a “key role” in
President Richard Nixon’s
“Southern strategy” in the
1968 presidential campaign,
Frederickson said.
Thurmond was in the
Senate until his death at age
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100, but the public showed last
year that the ideologies he
stood for in the 1940s would
not be accepted today.
At Thurmond’s 100th birthday
party,
then-Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott, RMiss., made a joke that
“appeared to endorse Strom
Thurmond’s 1948 run for the
presidency on the segregationist Democratic ticket,”
Frederickson said.
The comments cost Lott his
majority leader position.

Political science graduate
student Prince Cleveland,
president of the AfricanAmerican Association and
Alabama
Students
for
Constitutional Reform, said
that while he did not respect
Thurmond’s presidential platform, Thurmond excelled at
what he aimed to do.
“You can either love him or
hate him, but he got the job
done in South Carolina,”
Cleveland said. “He was a very
masterful politician.”
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Tomorrow:
• An all-encompassing look at the Alabama baseball
and softball teams in The Crimson White’s annual
preview edition.
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Recent losing streak Alabama’s lone Final Four team
to
be
honored
before
game
seems oddly familiar
By BUDDY HUGHES
Sports Reporter

Men’s basketball team
hopes to end five-game
skid against UT

Members of the 1994 women’s basketball
team will be honored before Alabama faces
Arkansas on Sunday.
In March 1994, the Alabama women’s
basketball team made a miraculous run
through the NCAA Tournament.
Despite being the sixth seed in the Midwest,
the Crimson Tide steamrolled through its
competition and knocked off the 2nd-ranked
team in the country, Penn State, to win the
regional and earn Alabama its first and only
Final Four berth in men’s or women’s
basketball.
This year, Alabama will need a small
miracle of its own just to reach the
tournament, let alone the Final Four.
The Tide put the beginnings of a miracle in
place with a big win against Vanderbilt on
Sunday. It went into that game having lost its
previous six games, including a 103-68 drubbing at the hands of LSU the game before.
How did Alabama snap its six-game losing
streak? Defense. The Tide turned up the
intensity in practice after the LSU loss and it
showed on the court against Vanderbilt. You
could say the defense was a “nightmare” for
the Commodores.
At one point during the first half, Vanderbilt
could not get the ball past half court because
of the Tide’s aggressive full-court press.
Alabama tied a season high by forcing
Vanderbilt into 23 turnovers. Alabama coach
Rick Moody said the “nightmare” defense is
not a new defense, just a new philosophy on
defense. Senior point guard Manisha Redus
said it was just a matter of the team picking up
its intensity.
“I guess a lot of times this year when we’ve
done scouting reports on people we said back
off of her because she’s not going to shoot it or

By ALEX MERRITT
Assistant Sports editor
The
Alabama
men’s
basketball team will attempt
to end a five-game losing
streak when Tennessee visits
Tuscaloosa on Saturday.
The Crimson Tide (11-9, 3-6
SEC) has not lost six
consecutive games since a
1998 skid under David Hobbs,
one year before coach Mark
Gottfried was hired.
In a coincidence, that losing
streak began with an 11-point
loss to Ole Miss (just as this
season’s did) and eventually
ended with a loss to
Tennessee.
But more recent history
bodes well for the Tide, which
has beaten Tennessee in three
of its previous four meetings.
Last
season,
Alabama
managed just one road win, a
76-71 victory in Knoxville over
the Vols.
In that meeting, Alabama
sophomore Kennedy Winston
had 15 points and eight
rebounds in one of his best
games as a freshman.
The Volunteers (11-8, 4-5
SEC) are also in the midst of a
slump having lost six of its last
eight games. But Tennessee
beat
Arkansas
69-65
Wednesday night in a tight
game in which Arkansas had
the lead going into the final
minute of play.
Tennessee forward Scooter
McFadgon leads the Vols in
scoring, averaging just over 18
points per game. McFadgon, a
6-foot-5 junior, redshirted last
season after transferring from
Memphis where he averaged
9.9 points per game his
sophomore year.
The Memphis native, who
led the Vols with 19 points in
the win over Arkansas, was the
2000 Gatorade Player of the
Year in the state of Tennessee.
Tennessee junior forward
Brandon Crump is a double
threat, leading the Vols in
rebounding (7.2 rpg) while
also scoring 14.9 points per
game, good for second best on
his team.
The 6-foot-10, 235-pound,
Klein, Texas, native ranks
eighth in the SEC in
rebounding.
If Alabama is to beat
Tennessee, it will need better
play from the interior. Tide
forward Chuck Davis scored
just four points in 29 minutes
of play and also had four
turnovers against Kentucky.
Tide guard Earnest Shelton
has played much better in
Alabama’s last two games after
playing limited minutes since
returning from a knee injury.
The 6-foot-3, Memphis
native injured his knee in a
45-42 win at Georgia earlier

CW/ Lindsey Herring

Alabama guard Earnest Shelton, after missing two games because of a knee injury, is healthy again and
has averaged 18 points in the Crimson Tide’s last two games.
this season and was forced to
sit out two games.
He played just five minutes
in the Tide’s six-point home
loss to LSU, but then led
Alabama in scoring against
South Carolina with 23 points.
Shelton was the lone bright
spot for the Tide in its 11-point
loss to Kentucky on Tuesday
night, scoring a team-high 13
points on 4-of-7 shooting from
the field.
Notice to fans: Antoine

Pettway bobblehead dolls will
be given away to a limited
number of fans when
Vanderbilt plays at Coleman
Coliseum on Wednesday.
The dolls will be given to
fans who enter the gates first
and each comes complete
with the shiny red shoes
Pettway made popular in 2002
as the Tide won an SEC
Championship.
Tipoff for that game is
scheduled for 7 p.m.

make her put it on the floor,” Redus said.
“Now we’re just getting in everyone’s face.”
Redus was a big part of Alabama’s win
Sunday. The 5-foot-7 guard dropped a
career-high 16 points on the Commodores
including 3-of-4 from behind the arc.
Impressive considering Redus had only eight
points in the previous eight games and had
also missed her previous seven 3-pointers.
Redus said she was not particularly looking
to shoot Sunday; it is just that she was open.
There is something missing from Redus’
shot when she shoots: rotation. Most of
Redus’ shots come out of her hands as
knuckleballs, the kind that evoke images of
Hall of Fame pitcher Phil Niekro.
You have to look very closely to see any type of
spin on the ball. Redus said that is just how
the ball comes out.
“That’s how it usually goes,” Redus said.
“I’ve had everybody tell me that it’s a knuckleball — no rotation in it. I’ve actually worked
on trying to change it but I guess in the flow of
a game, you just don’t think about it.”
Redus has been a very steady player for the
Tide this season. The senior has started in
every game she has played.
She did not play against Middle Tennessee
State because she was attending the funeral of
her
grandmother.
Redus
said
her
grandmother’s death has not negatively
affected her on the court.
“It made me appreciate what I have,” Redus
said. “My teammates, my coaches — they are
like a family here for me. In losing somebody,
I’ve just gained by having them support me.”
Alabama will continue its push to make the
NCAA Tournament at South Carolina on
Thursday before heading back to Tuscaloosa
to play Arkansas on Sunday at 2 p.m. Moody
said the Tide will be ready to play.
“If we do go down, it’s going to be
swinging,” Redus said.

